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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we study the combinatorial, the topological and the periodic 
entropies of Z” subshifts of finite type. We show that the combinatorical and the 
topological entropies are equal We give sufficient conditions for the periodic entropy 
to be equal to the topological entropy. 0 Elseuier Science Inc., 1997 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Let n be a positive integer, and denote (n) = (1, . . . , n}. We view (n) as 
an alphabet on n letters. Denote by (n)zd the set of all mappings of Zd to 
the set (n). By extending the Hamming metric on (n) X (n) to ( n>Z’ one 
obtains that (n.)‘” is a compact metric space. The group Zn acts as a group of 
(translation) automorphisms on (n)zd. A set S c Z” which is closed and 
invariant under the action of Z” is called a subshift. S is called a subshift of 
finite type (SFT) if there is a finite set of finite admissible configurations 
which generates S under the action of Z”. More precisely, let F c Zd be a 
finite set. Assume that P c ( n>F. Then (F, P) defines the following Zd-SFT 
S: For each a E Z” let F + a c Z” be the corresponding translation of F. 
Then x E S iff for each a E Z”, ~T~+~(x), the projection of x on the set 
F + a, is in P. See for example [16, Chapter 51. 
The case of Z-action, i.e. d = 1, is well understood. In that case, it is 
relatively easily to decide whether S is empty or not. Moreover, the topologi- 
cal entropy h(S) of the restriction of the standard shift to S is the logarithm 
of an algebraic integer p(F, P). The number p( P, F) is the spectral radius of 
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a certain O-l square matrix induced by (F, I’). Furthermore, the topological, 
entropy h(S) is equal to the rate of growth of the number of periodic points. 
The case d > 1 is much more complicated. First, the problem whether S is 
empty or not is undecidable. This result for d = 2 goes back to Berger [I]; 
see also [9] and [15]. Second, there exists a SFT S z 0 which does not have 
periodic points. Moreover, in the case where S # 0 the topological entropy 
may be uncomputable; see [S] and [6]. 
The object of this paper to show that, contrary to these results, one has a 
natural and a simple criterion which either determines that S = 0 or 
calculates the topological entropy of S # 0. There is no contradiction to the 
uncomputability of h(S), b ecause we cannot estimate the rate of convergence 
of our sequence. However, if we introduce a symmetry in Z2, we can 
estimate the rate of convergence of our sequence. Moreover, in this case 
h(S) is the rate of growth the number of periodic points. Our main tool is to 
view a Zd-SFT as a matrix SFT. See [12, 131. In fact our methods are very 
close to the methods of [I2, 131. 
We now describe briefly the content of the paper. In Section 1 we define 
the combinatorial entropy of a Zd-SFT. It can be computed by finite 
configurations. We then observe, using Kijnig’s method, that a Z”-SFT is 
nonempty iff every finite configuration is nonempty. 
In Section 2 we show that the combinatorial entropy is equal to the 
topological entropy of a Zd-SFT. 
In Section 3 we show that simple symmetry conditions yield that the 
topological entropy of a Z”-SFT is equal to the periodic entropy. (The 
periodic entropy is the rate of growth of the periodic points.) In the case 
d = 2 with the symmetry assumption we obtain an algorithm for computing 
the entropy to any given precision. This result is found in [13] under stricter 
conditions. 
The last section is devoted to various remarks. 
1. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let lY C (n) X (n). Set 
r”={X=(li)fr:(Xi’Xi+J Er,i=l,..., N-l), 
r- = Ix = (xi)i,Z:(Xi, xi+l) E r, i E z}. 
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Assume that ri c (n) X (n), i = 1,. . . , d. Set r = (I’,, . . . , r,), and let 
(il,...,ikml,ik+, ,..., icl) E Zdp', k = l,..., d> 
be a Z”-SFT induced by IY. We now show that a standard Z”-SFT is a 
equivalent the Z”-SFT induced by r. For the case d = 2 this can be 
deduced from [14], where it is proved that every Z2-SFT is equivariant to a 
Wang tiling-space. It is easy to see that a Wang tiling-space is the Z2-SFT 
induced by some special r = (r,, r,). 
Let S be a SFT given by the pair (F, I’> as in Section 0. Let N = 
(A’,,..., Nd) E Z”, Ni > 1, i = 1, . . . , d. By B(N) we denote the box 
(N,) x ..+ X ( Nd) c Z”. Let f = <hi ,, idj)g ,,, r) E (r~)~(~). Then f is 
called (F, P) admissible if for all a E Z’ such that F + a c B(N) we have 
the condition that 7r,+,<f> (the p ro’ec J ti on of f on the set F + a> is 
P-admissible, i.e. n,+,(f) E P. Let (1, . . . , 1) < M(F) = 
(M,(F), . . . , M,(F)) E Zd be the dimension of the smallest box containing 
F. That is, B(M(F)) 1 F + a for some a E Z”, and B(M(F)) is minimal 
with respect to this property. For M(F) < N E Zd let w(N, F, P> be the 
number of (F, P) admissible words in B(N). We then let 
h,,( F, P) = lim sup 
log w( N, F, P) 
N,,....N,-rm N, ... Nd 
be the combinatorial entropy induced by (F, P). We agree that log 0 = - ~0. 
That is, h,,(F, P) > 0 iff every box B(N) h as at least one (P, F) admissible 
configuration f E ( n)B(N). Observe next that if M,(F) = 1 for some i, then 
we effectively can consider the corresponding Zd- ‘-SFT. For 
N = (N,,..., Nd) E Z", Nk> 1, k=l,..., d, 
for every i,, . . . . ik_l,ik+l, . . . . id. 
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Set 
F = (1,2}d = B(2 ,..., 2), P = r(2,....2) w(N,I’) =w(iV,F,P). 
Then for any N = (N,, . . . , Nd) > (1,. . . , 1) the set TN consists of all (F, P) 
admissible words in (n)B(N). Define h,,,,(T) = h,,,(F, I’). 
THEOREM 1.1. Let F c Zd be a finite set such that 1 < Mi( F), i = 
(1F,‘P\ admissible words in (njBCMCF)). 
d. Assume that P c (n)“. Denote by T C (njBCMCF)) the set of all 
Foreachi = l,...,dandu E Tlet 
ri, _(u), ~~~ +(u> be the projection of u on the sets 
B(M,(F),..., Mi_,(F), M,(F) - 1, Mi+l(F)>***> M,(F))> 
B(M,(F),..., Mi_,(F), M,(F) - 1, Mi+,(F),..*>M,(F)) 
+(Sil,***> aid). 
Set 
ri = {(U,u) :U,U E T, T<,+(U) = ri,-(n)) CTXT, i=l >‘.., d, 
r = (r,,...,r,). 
Thenfor any N = (k, + M,(F), . . . , kd + M,(F)), ki Z 1, i = 1,. . . , d, the 
set of all (F, P) ad missible words in B(N) is in one to one correspondence 
with r(kl+ll...zkd+l) on the alphabet T. In particular the set of all (F, P) 
admissible words in (n)‘” is in one to one correspondence with r”. Further- 
more h,,(F, P) = h,,,(T). 
Proof. Let N = (k, + M,(F) ,..., k, + M,(F)), ki 2 1, i = l,..., d. 
Assume that f E (n) B(N) is an (F, P) admissible word. For (Ii,. . . , Id), 
1 < lj < kj + 1, j = 1,. . . , d, let gCll, ,,_, ldj be the word in T which has the 
following coordinates in f: 
Zj <ji < Zj + M,(F) - 1, i=l ,..., d. (1.2) 
It is straightforward to check that g = (gCl,,,,,, Id))~:l.t,t’ij.‘k”+l’ E 
r(kl+l,...,kd+l). Assume that g E I (kl+l....,kd+l! Use the above formula to 
find a unique f E (njBCN) so that g is constructed from f as above. We 
claim that f is a (F, P) admissible word in ( n)B(N). Assume that F + a c 
B(N). Then there exists ,?,, . . . , Id, 1 < li < ki + 1, i = 1, . . . , d, such that 
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the coordinates of F + u satisfy the inequalities (1.2). That is, 7r,+.<f) lies in 
the word u generated by the projection of f on the coordinates specified by 
(1.2). By the construction, u E T. In particular, r,+,(f) = 7~r+.(u) E P. 
Hence, f is an (F, P) admissible word. Therefore, w( N, F, P) is equal to 
w(k, + 1,. . . ) k, + 1) = card(IY (kl+l,...,kd+l)). All other assertions of the 
theorem follow straightforwardly. ??
Let (1,. . . , 1) < N E Zd. Partition the box B(N) into p nontrivial boxes 
of dimensions N’ E Zd, i = 1,. .., p. It then follows that w(N, F, P) < 
lIf’w(N’, F, P>. We thus deduce 
Ln(F7 P) = lim 
lo&y@,,..., Nd)> F, p) 
N,,..., Nd+m N, ... Nd 
logw((m,...,m), F, P) = lim 
m+m rnd . 
THEOREM 1.3. Let S be a Zd-SFT given by (F, P). Then 
SZ0 = w((m ,..., m),F,P)al, m=2 ,... . 
Thatis,S=0 * h,,= --oo. 
Proof. Clearly, if S # 0 then h,,,(F, P) > 0. In particular, 
w((m,. . . , m), I’) 2 1, m = 2,. . . . Assume now that w((m, . . . , m), r) 2 1, 
m=2 , . . . . Consider the box B((2m,. . . ,2m)) - B,, in Rd whose center is 
at the origin (0,. . . , 0). Let 0, E I(2m,...,2m) be an admissible filling of B,, 
by the alphabet {l, . . . , n). Consider the sequence {OJD;). Look at the 
projection of this sequence on B,. Pick an infinite subsequence {0,1):= i so 
that the projection of each O,, I on B, is the same element ?i E f(2....,2). 
From the sequence 0 “! pick a subsequence O,, 2 so that the projection of 
each element 0,; on B, is the same element q2 E I(4,....4). Continue this 
construction to obtain the sequence W, E r(2m,...,2m), m = l,, . . , which 
are 2m X *** X 2m sections of an element q E I?. The above argument is 
due to Kiinig [lo]. ??
Introduce on (n) the Hamming metric d(i, i> = 0, d(i,j) = 1, i Z j E 
(n). For i = (i,, . . . , id) E Zd 
following metric: 
we let (il = Cfli,l. On (njzd define the 
4f~g) =&, c d(fi, gi> 2l”l ’ f= (fi), g = (gi) E (njzd. 
r=(i,,...,id)EZd 
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It then follows that (n)“’ is a compact metric space. Let e, = ( si,, . . .i,,6icl), 
i=l , . . . , d, be the standard basis in Z". Denote by T, : (TL)~~ + (n) the 
following automorphism of ( TL)~“: 
T(h) = (fj+e,), j E “I, f = (&) E (n>zd. 
s c (ny’ is called a subshift (SF) if S is closed and T,S = S, i = 1, 
. ,d. In that case one defines a topological entropy h(S) as follows. For 
ii,. . . ,l)<N=(N,,..., Nk) introduce the following new metric on ( n )zd: 
dN(f> g) = max 
O<i,,<NI,, p=l,...,d 
d( T;I . . . T;,/f, T(I . . . T;“g), 
Fix a positive E > 0, and let K(S, N, E) be the maximal 
separated points in S in the metric d,(-, * 1. We then let 
h(S) = lim lim sup 
log K( S, N, e) 
. 
E-m N , , ) LNd + m 
N . . . I Yi 
f, g E (dZd. 
number of E 
(I.41 
THEOREM 1.5. Let r, C (n) X (n), i = 1,. . . , d, and set r = 
(I-,, . . . , rd>. Assume that r= z 0. Define h(r) := h(r9. FOT- (1,. . . , 1) G 
N E Z” let w( N, Y) be the number of all possible projections off E r” on 
a fixed box B(N). Then 
h( I?) = limsup 
log w( N, ry 
N,....,N,+= N, ... NC1 . 
In particular, h(r) G h,,,,,(r). 
Proof. It is quite straightforward to see from the definition of 
K(T”, N, E) that for a small enough E > 0 there exist some constants 
1 < U(E), 1 < b(E) E Z such that 
w(N,r”) G K(r”, N, E) G +)w(N + (b(E) ,..., b(E)),q. 
Now the characterization of h(r) fd ows straightforwardly from (1.4). As 
W( N, rm> G W( N, r>, we deduce that h(T) G h,,,(I?. ??
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2. THE EQUALITY OF TOPOLOGICAL AND 
COMBINATORIAL ENTROPY FOR SFT 
Let r c (n) X (n). Denote by A = A(T) the O-l matrix induced by the 
graph r. Let p(A) be the spectrai radius of A. Set 
per(TN) = {(zi);‘:(xj);” E TN, x1 =xN}. 
Assume that ri c (n) X (n), i = 1,. .., d. Set 
r = (r,,...,r,), r(i) = (r, ,..., ri_,,ri+, ,..., r,), 
For 
N = (N, ,..., N<,) E Z”, Nk> 1, k=l,..., rE, 
M = (M,,..., Mrlpl) E Z”-‘, M, > 1, j = 1,. 
let 
. . 1 
i = l,...,rl. 
cl- 1, 
PerCrN) = (f = (Ai, ,.._, id))~i.;.:‘?~,=I : (Ai, ,,,,, i,,))T=* E per(rp), 
k = l,...,d 
> 
, 
wp( N, I’) = card(per( r”)), 
I-(k, M) = ((a,?+~ = (q. * ,,..., id_,))l ’ = (bCi ,,.... i,,+,)) E CrxJ.“’ 
ij = l,..., Mj,j= l,..., d- 1 , 
) 
k = l,...,d, 
p(T(k, M)) = {(a,+ = (a(. tI ,.... id_,))> b = (b(i,....,i,,-l)) E 
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ij = l,..., M,,j= l,...) d- 1 ) 
1 
k = l,...,d, 
A(k, M) = A(r(k M)), p(k, M) = p( A(k, M)), 
Ap(k, M) = A( p(r(k M))), PP(~, M) = p( Ap(k W)> 
k = l,...,d. 
Note that any f E pedr”) has a unique minimal periodic extension to r”. 
Set 
hp(r) = limsup 
iogT((N1,...,mq 
N, , , N, + m N, ... Nd 
to be the periodic entropy of r”. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let d > 2, and ussume that rj c (n) x (n>, i = 
1 > . . . , d. Consider the Z”-SFT given by r = (r,, . . . , rd). Then 
h,,,(r) = --m w VM = (M, ,..., M,_,) x=- (l,...>l)> 
p(k, M) = 0, k = I,... >d, 
hp(T) = --m ti VM = (M,,..., M,_,), 
pp(k, M) = 0, k = I,..., d. 
Furthermore 
lim 
log &C(M,>...Af,-1)) 
MI ... MCI_, 
= hconl(r)~ k = l,...,d, 
M,,...,Md-,-+m 
log p(k>(M,>...Jfd-1)) 
Ml **a Md-l 
a h,,(r), Mi > 1, i = I,..., d - 1, 
k = l,...,d, 
lim sup 
log pp(k,(M,>..., K-d) 
M,,..., Md_,+" Ml 1.. M,_, 
G hp(T), k = I,..., d. 
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Proof. We first prove the theorem for d = 2. In that case M = Cm) and 
we let I(k, M) = T(k, ml, p(k, M) = p(k, m) for k = 1,2. Suppose first 
that there exists N = (N,, N,) such that TN = 0. We then claim that 
~(1, M) = 0 for m > N,. Suppose to the contrary that ~(1, m) 2 1. That is, 
A(1, m) is not a nilpotent matrix. That is, I’(l, m>’ Z 0, Z = 2,. . . . Clearly, 
r-p, m)’ = Pm). (2.2) 
Set 1 = N, to obtain a contradiction. Similarly, ~(2, m) = 0 for m > N,. 
Assume now that ~(1, m) = 0 for some m > 1. Let L,(m) = card(I:). 
Then I(l, m)L2(m) = 0. Use (2.2) to deduce that r(L2(m), m, = 0. Similar 
results hold if ~(2, m) = 0. 
Assume now h,,(T) > 0, i.e., ~(1, m) > 1, ~(2, m) > 1, m = 1,. . . . 
We now prove the conditions related to the characterization of h,,(I) in 
terms of ~(1, m). We claim that 
log P(I, P + 4) G log P(L P> + log P(l,4)> p, q >, 1. (2.3) 
Indeed, let w((Z, p), r), w((Z, 9), I?, z&(2, p + 91, I> be the total numbers 
of words of length 1 corresponding to the subshifts IQ, p), lY1, 91, IQ, p + 
9) respectively. Clearly, every word of length 1 in r(l, p + 9) splits (from 
bottom to top) as a word in IQ p) followed by a word in IXl, 9). That is, 
w((Z, p + q), r) G w((Z, p), T)w((Z, 41, r). Take the logarithm of this in- 
equality, divide by 1, and take the lim sup to deduce (2.3). It is a well-known 
fact that (2.3) ’ pl im ies that the sequence {[log ~(1, m>l/m}~ converges to a 
(nonnegative) limit h. Furthermore, h < [log ~(1, m)l/m, m = 1,. . . . We 
now show that h = h,,(T). Let ( em}7 b e a positive sequence which con- 
verges to zero. Clearly, there exists a sequence of positive integers (1,)~ 
converging to 0~) such that 
logw((L, m)J) 
L 
> log ~(1, m) - E,, 
Hence, 
h,,(r) 2 limsup 
logw((l,, m), r) 
Znlm 
m = l,... . 
> h. 
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We now show the reversed inequality. Let {rnJy, {ni}T be two sequences 
of positive integers which converge to w. We claim that 
lim sup 
l"gw(tni, mi), r, ~ h  
nimi 
Pick a positive 6 > 0. Pick a positive integer m so that [log ~(1, m)]/m < 
h + S. Let K x=- 1 so that 
Vn> K, max 
i 
logw((n, k), r> 
l<k<?ll n 
- log p(l,k) < 8. 
I 
Assume that mi, n, > K. Set m, = p,m + 9i, 1 Q 9i < m. Consider a word 
of length ni corresponding to the SFT induced by r(l, m,). This word 
splits (from bottom to top) into pi words induced by p(l, ml and a word in- 
duced by r(l, 9i) of length n, respectively. Hence, w((n,, m,), I? < 
w((n,, m), I’Pw((ni, qi), r>. That is, 
1ogw((ni>mi)2r) ~ logw((n,,m),r) + logw((ni,9i),r) 
lzimi n,m nimi 
~ log 41, m) 6 +-+ m~l.k<??, P(l,k) + 8 
m m mi 
mi,ni > K. 
Thus, lim sup,,+, n, + m [log w((n,, nz,), T)l/m,n, < h + 26. These arguments 
prove the theorem for ~(1, ml. Similar arguments verify the theorem for 
~(2, m). 
We now consider the periodic solutions. Assume first that per(r”) # 0 
for some N = (N,, N,), N, > 1, N, > 1. It then follows that 
per(T”) #0, M=(N,+i(N,-l),N,+j(N,-1)), i,j=O,.... 
(24 
We then claim that pp(1, N,) > 1, pp(2, N,) > 1. Consider first the matrix 
~~(1, N,). If pp(1, NJ = 0, i.e., Ap(1, Nz) were nilpotent, we could not 
have arbitrarily long words in the SFT induced by p(lW, N,)). This contra- 
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diets (2.4) forj = 0. Similarly, pp(2, N,) > 1. Assume now that pp(1, N,) 3 
1 for some N, > 1. Then the SFT induced by p(Ul, N,>) has at least one 
periodic word of length N, > 1, i.e., pedp(IU, N2))NL) Z 0. As every 
periodic word of length N, in the SFT corresponding to p(I’(1, N,>) is an 
element of pertI? cNl, Np)), we deduce in particular pel(I’(Nl~ N2)) f 0. That is, 
hp(T) = --M e pp(l, m) = pp(2, m) = 0, m = 2,. . . . 
Assume now that hp(I’) 2 0. We now prove the theorem for pp(l, m). 
Consider the SFT induced by p(U1, ml). Then wp((l, m), r) is the number 
of periodic words of length 1 of this SFT. As pp(l, ml > 1, we know that for 
any 6 > 0 there exists 2 = Z(S) such that [log wp((k m>, r)i/l > 
log pp(1, m) - 6. Assume that Irn$ is a strictly increasing sequence of 
positive integers such that 
lim sup 
log PP(~, m) 
lim 
log PP(l, mi) = 
rn-ta m i-cc mi 
Let {Zi}; be a strictly increasing sequence such that [logwp((li, m,), f?l/l, 2 
log pp(l, m,) - 1, i = 2,. . . . We then deduce 
lim sup 
log PP(L ml 
< hp(T). 
m-rm m 
The analogous result for pp(2, m) is proved similarly. 
Let d > 2. Assume that (1,. . . , 1) < M E Zd- ‘. Partition the box B(M) 
to p nontrivial boxes of dimensions M' E Zd,- ‘, i = 1,. . . , p. We denote 
this fact by M = lJ PM". We then have the following generalization of (2.3): 
log p(k, M) < klog ~(k, M"), 
1 
Similarly, all assertions of the theorem for d > 
way. 
k = l,..., d. (2.3’) 
2 are derived in an analogous 
??
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THEOREM 2.5. Let d 2 2, and assume that ri C (n> X (n>, i = 
1 >.*., d. Consider the Z”-SFT given by r = (I’,, . . . , rd). Then 
h,,(r) = h(r)- 
To prove the theorem we need the following result. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.5 hold. Assume further- 
more that r” # 0. Let M, N,, N, E Zd, and assume that (1,. . . , 1) d M Q 
N, Q N,. Then 
TB(ZM)+N,-MPY ’ ~B(zM)+N,-MP9* 
Assume that f E rzM. 1 ;&en 
(% E r7 nB(2M)g =f a VN, fE ,rrB(2M)+i+M(r2N)* 
Proof. The first claim of the lemma is trivial. Assume that g E I”. Let 
f= TB(2M)g' C1ear1y, vN, fE TB(2M)+N-M (rzN>. The reverse implication 
is proved by using Kiinig’s argument as in the proof of Theorem 1.3. ??
Proof of Theorem 2.5. By Theorem 1.3, h,,(r) = --CQ * h(T) = --CO. 
Thus, it is enough to consider the case h,,(T) > 0. Theorem 1.5 implies 
that h,,(T) > h(T). Thus h,,,(T) = 0 = h(T) = 0. Hence, it is left to 
prove the theorem in the case h,, (I’) > 0. For simplicity of exposition we 
consider the case d = 2. 
Fix k 2 1 and let m > k. Consider the graph I’(l, 2m). It represents a 
SFT induced by an infinite horizontal strip of width 2m in the vertical 
direction. Erase from the above infinite horizontal strip the first and last 
m - k infinite rows. We then obtain an S(2mX2 k) SFT induced by the 
graph r(I, 2m). Furthermore, S(2mX2k) is a subshift of S(2k) induced by 
r(i, 2m). Clearly, we have the inclusions 
S(2k) 1 S(2(k + 1))(2k) 3 *** 3 S(2m)(2k) 1 ... . 
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Fix a box of dimension (22,2k), and let w,,(21,2k) be the projection of 
S(2mX2k) on this box. Clearly 
w((2L2k)J) > wz(k+@+) > --* ’ wz,(,&wk) 
= Wym(k)+11(2z, 2k) = *** . 
Lemma 2.6 yields 
w((2wq, rm) = W,,(,)(2L2k). 
We claim that 
w((21,2k), rm)p-2m(k) 2 
P( 1, p2v 
p( 1, 2k)2’2”‘k’ ’ 
p x=- 1. (2.7) 
To prove this inequality consider the infinite horizontal strip of width p 2k 
where p > 2m(k). In this strip pick a box of dimension (T-Z, p 2 k), where 
r * 1. It then follows that 
w((rl, p 2k), r) = K,( T-Z)“’ p( 1, p 2k)” 
for some fxed integer si. We view the above strip as composed of p infinite 
strips of width 2k. For the m(k) uppermost strips and for the m(k) 
lowermost strips the number of words in the box (t-Z, 2 k) does not exceed 
w((rZ,2k)J) = K,(rZ)Spp(1,2k)r’. 
We now consider all the other infinite horizontal strips of width 2k. 
Observe that they are all SFTs contained in S@m(k)X2k). Denote by 
C(Z, 2k) all distinct projections of F” on a box B(Z, 2k). Denote by A(Z, 2k) 
c C(Z, 2k) x C(Z, 2k) the graph induced by all distinct projections of F” on 
the box B((21,2k)). That is, (x, y) E A(Z,2k) iff (x, y) is obtained by the 
projection on B(21,2k) of some possible configuration in F”. Let 
w(t, A(Z, 2k)) be the number of words of length t in the SFT induced by 
A(Z,2k). Set $Z,2k) = p(A(A(Z,2k)). It then follows that for r x=. 1 
w( r, A(z, 2k)) = K,r"$(Z, 2k)r. 
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We next claim that 
w((21,2k),l-y > jqz,2k)2. (2.8) 
Indeed, we trivially have that w(2r, A(Z,2k)) < ~((2Z,2k), Im)‘. Use the 
asymptotic value of w((2r, 2k), A(Z, 2k)) for r z~ 1 to deduce (2.8). From 
the definitions of m(k) and fi(E,2k) it follows that for p > 2m(k) 
4 (2rl, p 2k) > q < w((2rZ,2k), I)2’“%(2r, A(Z,2k))pP2”(k’. 
Use the asymptotic equalities for the above words and the inequality (2.8) 
to deduce (2.7). Take the 2Zpth root of (2.71, and let p + 03. Use Theorem 
2.1 to deduce that 
liminf bY4(2~w~ r.7 
1-m 21 
2 2kh,,(r). 
Hence, 
h(r) = limsup 
log w((z, k), r-j 
k,l+m kl 
1 > lim inf - lim inf logw((21,2k), rm) 
k-m 2k 1-m 21 a &xn(I)~ 
Thus, h(T) = h,,(r), and th e p roof of the theorem is completed. ??
3. A SYMMETRY CONDITION 
THEOREM 3.1. Let ri c (n) x (n), i = 1, . . . , d, and consider the 
zd-SFT given by r = (r,, . . . , rd>. Assume that rl, . . . , rd_, are symmetric. 
Then hp(I’) = h(T). 
Proof. We prove the theorem by induction on d. Assume first that 
d = 2. From Theorem 1.3 we deduce that p(2,2) = 0 * h(T) = - 00. 
Assume that p(2,2) > 1. We now show that hp(T) > 0. Observe first 
that per(I?(2,2)‘) f 0 f or some 1 > 1. In particular, pel(Ij) # 0, i.e. 
p(A(T,)) = p(2,1> > 1. Consider p(T(1, 1)). The above assumption means 
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that pWl,Z)) h as at least one edge. As ri is symmetric, we deduce that 
p(I’(l, Z)) is also a symmetric matrix. Hence, pp(1, Z) > 1. Theorem 2.1 
implies that hp(I3 > 0. Thus hp(l3 = h(T) = -w e p(2,2) = 0. 
In what follows we assume that p(2,2> > 1. We now prove that hp(T) = 
h(r). Clearly, hp(I3 f h(r). A s we have shown that hp(I’) > 0, it is enough 
to consider the case h(r) > 0. Note that Theorems 2.1 and Theorem 2.5 
yield that ~(2, m) > 1, m = 2,. . . . Fix m 2 1. Let wp(Z) be the number of 
periodic words in the SFT induced by r(2,2m + 1) of length 1. Set 
Lp,( 1) = card(per( Tp)) 
B = ( hij)~““’ = A( p( I’( 1, 1))) , Bznl = ( b$d)~2(‘)s 
It then follows that wp(Z) = c$$ib,!j2m). Recall that B is a nonnegative 
symmetric matrix. Hence, its spectral norm is equal to its spectral radius 
pp(1, I). As wp(Z) = eBzmeT, e = (1,. . ., l), we deduce that wp(Z) < 
pp(l, Zlzm Lp,(Z). Ob serve next that trace( B2’“> = wp(2m + 1, 2). As 
B2” is a symmetric matrix with nonnegative eigenvalues, it follows that 
trace( B2”‘) > pp(1, Z)““. Combine the above inequalities to deduce 
wp(Z) < wp(2m + l,Z)Lp,(Z) < wp(2m + 1, z)n”-1. 
Fix S, 0 < S. Choose a strictly increasing sequence {Z,,}; so that 
[logwp(Z,,)]/Z, > log p(2,2m + 1) - 6. Use Theorem 2.1 and the above 
inequalities to deduce 
h(r) = lim 
Tn-+m 
log p(2,2m + 1) , ‘%T(L) 
2m + 1 ’ ‘Kkf (2m + l)Z, 
logwp(2m + l,z,) 
G kzf (2m + l)Z, Q hp(r). 
This proves the equality hp(T) = h(T) for d = 2. 
Assume that the result holds for d = Z > 2, and let d = 1 + 1. Choose 
6 > 0 and M = (M,, . . . , Ml) X- (1,. . . , 1) so that [log ~(2 + 1, M)]/(M, 
*** M,) < h(T) + 6. [We are assuming the nontrivial case p(Z + 1, M) 2 1 
* h(T) > 0.1 Furthermore, we assume that M,, . . . , Ml are odd numbers. 
Choose N,, i * 1 so that w(M,, . . . , Ml, N,, 1), the total number of words 
in [r(Z + 1, M)lNl+~, is not greater then (I + 8Y”l+ 1 times wpI+ i(Mi, 
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. ,M1, NI+,) = card(per(r(Z + 1, M)Nf+L1l. Let pl+ ,(r(l, CM,, 
:.‘.,M,, N,,,))) c IYLO4,, . . . . M,, N,, ,)I be the subgraph generated by all 
the words of length (M,, . . . , M,, Nl+,)intheSFTinducedby(rz,...,Tl+,l 
which are periodic with respect to the last coordinate. Note that this graph is 
symmetric. Moreover, 
[Pl+l(w(M,~.. ., M,, N~+~)))]“’ = per(r(Z + 1, M)N’+I) z 0. 
The arguments of the proof for d = 2 show that h(r), the density of words 
of length (N,, . . . , N,, 1>, is equal to the density of the words periodic in the 
last and first coordinates. Let pi l+,(f’(2, (M,, M,, . . . , Ml, N,,,))) c 
r(2, CM,, M,,..., Ml, N,, ,)) be the subgraph generated by all the words of 
length (M,, M,,..., M,, N,,,) in the SFT induced by (r,, r,, . . . , rl+,> 
which are periodic in the first and the last coordinate. As r, is symmetric, it 
follows that ~,,~+,(r(2, CM,, M,, . . . , Ml, N,,,))) is also symmetric. Use the 
previous arguments to deduce that h(T) is the density of words periodic in 
1,2,Z + 1 coordinates. Continue in this manner to deduce that h(T) = hp(T). 
Our results yield a new proof that the periodic entropy hp(f’) computed 
by Lieb [ll] is equal to the standard entropy h(T). See [2] for a specific proof 
of the above equality for the ice rule model in zero field. 
Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 it is possible to give lower 
estimates for h(T). To do that we need to introduce the following notation. 
Let U c (d) be a set a cardinality p. We then agree that U = {ii,. . . , i,}, 
l<i,< ... Lip <d. For N = (N, ,..., NC,) set N” = (Ni ,,..., Ni,). In 
particular, Ntk’ = (N,, . . . , Nk_ 1, Nk+ 1, . . . , Nd>, k = 1, . . . , d. Assume the 
assumptions of Theorem 3.1. For any nontrivial set U c (d) we consider the 
SFT on Zcard(“) induced on f” = Wil,. . . , rip>. Suppose that k E U, V = U 
\ (k}, card(V) > 1. Then T(k, Nv) is graph induced by the SFT corre- 
sponding to f’“. Let p(k, NV) be the spectral radius of this graph. Given 
three pairwise disjoint sets V, (k}, W c (d), we consider the following con- 
traction of p(k, NV ” w ) on V indices: 
,+,(k, NW) = A:_limimitvo(k. N”UW)“n”“N’. 
Theorems 2.1 and 2.5 imply 
log p”(k, N”) = h(r”), u = {k} u V. (3.21 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let ri c (n) x (n), i = l,...,d, and consider the 
Zd-SFTgiven by r = (rl,..., rd). Assume that r, is symmetric. Then 
- Nk-1 
p(i, NV) Q pfi,(k, Ntizk)) p(i, Ntisk)), 
N = (N, ,..., Nd) 2 (I,..., l), i = l,..., k-l,k+l,..., d. 
Proof. Fix Nj > 1, j = 1,. . . , i - 1, i + I,. . . , d. For a small positive 
S > 0 choose Ni z=- 1 so that 
(1 - a)“ip(i, Na)“’ G w(N, l?) = card((r(i, N(‘l)) 
N. 
‘), 
o( Nm) = card (( 
-N 
r( i, Ntixk) )) ‘) Q (1 + 6)“‘p(i, NE)N’. 
Let C = A(T(k, Nz)). Then C is an o( N iG ) X o(N Ti; 1 symmetric matrix 
with spectral norm equal to p(k, Nck,). Set e = (1,. . . , 1). The maximal 
characterization of the maximal eigenvalue of C Nt-l yields 
w(NJ) =eC Nk-leT < p(k,N%)Nk-lW(Nlk))a 
Taking the N,th root in the above inequality and letting Ni -+ ~0, we deduce 
the theorem. W 
Combine Theorems 3.1, 3.3 for d = 2, k = 1 with Theorems 2.1, 2.5 and 
(3.2) to obtain 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let rl, r, c (n) x (n). Assume that rl is symmetric, 
and con.si&r- the Z2-SFT induced by r = (r,, r,>. Then 
log p(2, k) log 4% 1) log ~(2, k) 
k-l - k-l <hp(T) =h(r) G k 3 k=z,... . 
The above corollary under stronger assumptions is found in [13]. Note 
that Corollary 3.4 enables one to calculate effectively the entropy h(T) to 
arbitrary precision. 
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We now apply Theorem 3.3 for d = 3, assuming that Iz is symmetric. 
Let N, = p > 1, N2 = q 2 2, k = 2, i = 3 to deduce 
log P(3, (P, q)) 1% 43, P) 
P(q - 1) - p(q- 1) G 
1% &3,(2, P) 
P * 
Let p + cc). Using (3.2) we get the inequalities 
log P{l)R (I) h( P3)) 
q-l - c/-l < h(T). (3.5) 
This yields a lower bound for h(T) which converges to h(T) as q + 00. To 
obtain computable lower bounds for h(T) in terms of various p(k, M), we 
assume that r, is symmetric. First observe that Theorem 2.1 gives an upper 
bound on h(I’t’~31). Use Theorem 3.3 with k = 3, i = 1, M, = q, M, = r to 
deduce 
log P(I, (4J r)) log P(I, ‘I) 
r-1 r-1 G log P{i)(3,4). 
Use the above inequalities in (3.5) to obtain a lower bound for h(T) which in 
principle can be arbitrary close to h(T). (Ch oose all the numbers entering in 
this inequality to be big enough.) 
4. OBSERVATIONS 
Let r c (n) x (n) be a directed graph on n vertices. For any nontrivial 
set V c (n), let T(V) = r n V x V. The graph r is called a strongly 
connected graph if any two vertices i, j E ( n > are connected by a path in r. 
This is equivalent to the statement that A(T) is an irreducible matrix. If I is 
not strongly connected, then ( n > is decomposed into a disjoint union 
(n> = ; v,, qny.=0, O<i<j<p, 
0 
card(U,) >, 1, i = l,..., p, (4-I) 
A(W”))” = O, [ A(T(U,)) + I]” > 0, i = l,..., p. 
Here I stands for the identity matrix, and B > 0 denotes a real valued matrix 
all of whose entries are positive. The set V, is called a transient set. That is, if 
we consider any path with edges in our graph r, each transient vertex will 
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appear at most once. Equivalently, no closed path will contain any transient 
vertex, while for each vertex in IJ PU, there exists a closed path which 
contains this vertex. The set iJ l’Ui is the set of nontransient vertices. 
Moreover, each graph IY(Ui) is strongly connected for i = 1,. . . , p. Further- 
more, U,,..., UP are maximal sets with this property. That is, for 1 < i < j < 
p there is no path of I connecting V, to I,$ or U. to V, (or both). 
The reduced graph red(I) is defined as fo lows. i The states (vertices) 
of the reduced graph are the transient vertices U,, and the new states 
W,l, . . . , [Up]. Let red(n) = card(UJ + p. Then red(I) c (red(n)) X 
(red(n)) does not have self-loops, i.e., (i, i) ~6 red(r), i E (red(n)). Fur- 
thermore (i, j) E red(I) iff th ere is at least one edge in r which goes from a 
vertex represented by state i to a vertex represented by state j. It then 
follows that A&d(T)) is a nilpotent matrix. Let x = (xj);” E I”‘, m * 1. 
The generic picture dictated by the reduced graph is as follows. First we 
may have some transient vertices x,, . . . , xt, E U,,, (xi, xitl) E red(I), i = 
1 ,..*, t, - 1. (It may happen that we do not have transient vertices, i.e. 
t, = 0.) Then we have a sequence of an arbitrary length k,: x,, + ,, . . . , 
x~~+~, E C.$,, <x,,,[V,,l) E red(I3. Th en we may have another few transient 
states x t,+k,+l>“‘> Xt,+k,+t, 
t, + k, + l,..., 
E U,, (K.$,l, xt,+k,+l), (xi, xi-t11 E redO3, i = 
t, + k, + t, - 1 (t, > 0). This sequence may be followed 
by another arbitrarily long sequence 
q2> (Xt,+k,+t,, 
r,,+k,+t,+i,. . . , xt,+k,+tl+k2 E 
[~,]I E red(I). If t, = 0, we then have the condition 
([ L$], [U. 1) E red(I). This process may continue until we reach the final 
state o (’ the reduced graph. In particular, the arbitrarily long sequences 
belong to pairwise distinct components Uj,, . . . , Uj, whose order depends on 
the structure of the reduced graph. In particular, 1 < I Q n. 
These properties can be deduced straightforwardly from the Frobenius 
normal form of a nonnegative matrix; see e.g. [7] or [5]. In particular, 
p(A(l3) = maxl $ i ~ p p( ACT”‘)). A graph I c ( n) X ( n) is called non- 
transient if it does not have a transient set, i.e. U,, = 0. For a general graph 
welet I’ = IYUpu,)beth e nontransient part of I. As h(I) = log p(A(I)), 
we deduce that h(T) = maxi < iG p h(IXU,)) = h(r’). Finally observe that 
the periodic orbits under the shift correspond to closed paths in the graph I. 
Hence, any periodic orbit has vertices only in one per([IYUi)lN>. We now 
show that some of these results can be generalized to SFTs in higher 
dimension. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let ri c ( n > X ( n), i = 1, . . . , m. Then one of the follow- 
ing mutually exclusive conditions holds: 
(i) For any nontrivial subset V c (n) there exists k E (m) such that 
&xv) has a nontrivial transient set of vertices in V. 
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(ii) There exists a maximal (nontrivial) subset V c (n) such that Ik(V > 
is a nontransient graph on Vfor k = 1,. . . , m. 
Proof. Let U,,, i c (n) be the set of transient vertices of the graph ri, 
i = l,..., m. If U, i = 0, i = 1,. . . , m, then we have condition (ii) with 
V = (n). Let V, i (n) \(lJ ;“U,,i). If V, = 0, then condition (i) holds. 
Assume that (n) # V, # 0. Repeat the above process for I&V,), i = 
1 , . . . , m, to deduce either (i) or (ii). W 
THEOREM 4.3. ri c (n) X (n), i = 1,. , . , d, and consider the Zd-SFT 
given by r = (r,, . . ., Id). Assume first that condition (i) of Lemma 4.2 
holds. Then h(T) = - 00. Assume now that V is the maximal (nontrivial) 
subset of (d) such that rk(V) is nontransient for k = 1, . . . , d. Set IYV 1 = 
(r,(v ), . . . , rd(v)). Then h(r) = h(ryV)). 
Proof. Clearly, the theorem trivially holds if h(T) = --M). Assume that 
h(r) > 0. That is, for each N = (N,, . , . , Nd), Ni > 1, i = 1,. . . , d, we have 
p(k, Nm) > 1 k = 1 , . . . , d. As in the proof of Lemma 4.2, consider the 
transient set i,,, k for the graph I, for k = 1,. . . , d. If all U,, k = 0, then 
V = (n) and the theorem is trivial in this case. STpose that U,, k # 0. Fix 
NW. As p(k, N’k’> > 1, we know *at h(T(k, NIk))) is given by the density 
of the periodic words per(r(k, N(k))Nt). Observe next that every periodic 
word in pel(r(k, Nck,jNk) is induced by a word f = (hi, ,,,,, jd,)j~~.:.:>C 1 
such that 
j,=l,..., N,, I=1 ,..., k-l,k+l,..., d. 
Hence, the coordinates of each vector <fcj,, , j,j)l~z 1 belong to some set U,, i 
appearing in the decomposition (4.1) of the nontransient set for I,. Note that 
the value of i may depend on (ji, . . . , jk _ 1, jk + 1, . . . , jd). In particular, all 
the coordinates of f are in the set V, = (n) \ U,,, k. Let I(V,) = 
up,), . . . . I,<V,>>. Theorems 2.1 and 2.5 yield that h(T) = h(l?V,)). Re- 
peat this process as in the proof of Lemma 4.2. If we obtain condition 6) of 
Lemma 4.2, we deduce that h(T) = - 03, which contradicts our assumption 
that h(T) > 0. Hence, the second condition of Lemma 4.2 holds. By 
the above arguments h(T) = h(W)) and the proof of the theorem is 
concluded. ??
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Let lYi, r, c (n). Set X = (r,)“. Th en X is a closed compact space in 
the Tychonoff topology. (More precisely, X is a Cantor set.) Let A = 
A( rl, r,) c X X X be the following closed graph: 
A = {(x, y) : x = (xi)ie=z, (yi)iEz E X> 
Define P, Am as in the introduction. Note that 
A”‘=@ w 42, m) = 0, 
(xiT yi) E rl, i E Z}. 
m = 2,..., 
Am=0 e rm = 0, r = (r,,r,). 
Observe that if rr is symmetric then A is also symmetric. 
In [3,4] we studied the entropy h(A) of the shift (+ restricted to Am. Here 
a((Xi)iEz) = (ri+i)icz’ It is not difficult to show that if h(T) > 0 then 
h(A) = ~(1. Thus, h(T) can be considered as the renormalization of the 
entropy h(A). More precisely, if N(k, E) is the number of k-e separated sets, 
then one can show that up to a multiplicative constant the right renormaliza- 
tion is 
h(r) = lim lim sup 
log N(k, c> 
E-0 k-rm klog(l/E) ' 
Moreover, the dynamics of the 2’ shift restricted to l?” is related to the 
dynamics of the standard shift restricted to Am. It would be interesting to 
e 
Y 
lore this relation in more detail. Similar ideas apply to higher dimensional 
Z -SFTs. 
I would like to thank T. Gowers for useful remarks. 
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